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Across

3. The Statue of Liberty was gifted to us by 

which country?

5. True or False: The Underground Railroad 

was an actual railroad.

9. What kind of front is blue spikes point 

upwards?

12. What extreme weather event forms over 

flat land?

13. The suffix -ing in the verb walking shows 

that the action is happening when?

17. ____ is the third planet from the Sun.

18. I would like another____ of cake.

19. What best describes a square?

20. What means a boat that runs under the 

water?

21. What war did Abraham Lincoln free the 

slaves?

25. What is the root word in the word 

OVERBORROWING?

27. Which clouds are low and gray?

28. When an object spins on its axis, it______

29. What is the largest planet in the solar 

system?

30. What angle is 90 degrees?

Down

1. "I hope it snows on Saturday!" is what 

type of question?

2. During daylight saving time clocks are set 

when?

4. What is a 6-sided plane figure?

6. What body of water is a part of the world 

ocean?

7. An equilateral triangle has what?

8. Which phrase best describes Europe?

10. Who was the first president of the United 

States?

11. Who became the president after Abraham 

Lincoln?

14. Which planet is the closest to the Sun?

15. The length of daylight and darkness varies 

depending on the______.

16. Which country is apart of North America?

22. A line segment is defined as what?

23. A____ is used to measure temperature.

24. What is a tool that measures precipitation?

26. What might you find on a historic map?

Word Bank

one hour ahead Mexico small continent battles Gulf of Mexico

George Washington Civil War France False Ulysses S. Grant

Mercury Jupiter rotates Earth season

piece submarine now borrow exclamatory

rain gauge cold tornado thermometer stratus

3 equal sides 2 points 4 equal sides hexagon right angle


